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ABSERACE

This report describes two techniques for measuring stress

in situ in sea ice sheets. A technique using embedded load

cells has been found successful in measuring compressive creep

or failure stresses as well as moderate tensile stresses. A

stress relief technique has been investigated and found unsuccess-

fu]. Design details are presented on transducers for each technique

and cold-hardy instrumentation is discussed. A technique using

inflated air bags to produce known stress fields is presented.
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I . INTRODUCTION

The development of the coastal resources of northern Alaska,

particularly the oil, gas and mineral reserves, is impeded by the

presence of sea ice during most of the year. Not only does sea ice

present a static obstacle to shipping, but it also presents a dynamic

hazard to fixed structures when wind, water, tidal forces and moving

pack ice stress both the structure and the surrounding ice. In order

to create marine facilities which make possible these developments, the

design engineer must have available a knowledge of the forces, movements,

and properties of the sea ice. The minimum data necessary for design of

both off-shore and coastal structures are:

1. Failure strength of ice, in situ, when subjected to

uniaxial and biaxial loads at naturally occurring rates.

2. The stress history of a typical ice sheet, its effect

on ice properties, and its relations to the loading

variables, particularly with respect to boundary con-

ditions at the land-fast/pack ice border,

3. A knowledge of the interaction modes of rigid structures

and stressed ice sheets.

A synoptic overview of ice deformations and properties

in the region surrounding the structure site.

Present knowledge of these factors is insufficient for accurate, economical

design.



While controlled laboratory tests can provide some information, field

measurement of stresses as they occur in sea ice sheets appears to be the

most expedient method of obtaining much of this data. However, until the

present, techniques for measuring stress in sea ice have not been available,

although Tabata and Ono L1972] and Frederking [1972] have done pertinent

work. Therefore, this work was undertaken to develop techniques for in situ

stress measurement in sea ice and to develop cold-hardy instrumentation for

use with these techniques.

Workers in the fields of applied mechanics, geology, and rocket tech-

nology have used three basic techniques for experimental analysis of stress:

Strain measurement  Hetenyi, 1950!, stress relief  ibid.!, and embedded force

transducers  San Miguel and Duran, 1970!. The most widely used of these is

strain measurement via electrical resistance gages or mechanica 1 dial gages;

the attendant stress is calculated with the aid of the classical laws of

elasticity. This works well so long as the gages are placed when the specimen

is unstressed and the specimen is made of a linearly elastic mater~al. For

sea ice in si tu nei ther of these conditions would be met, as the initial stress

is unknown, and the material is highly inelastic. Given the variability of

"elastic modulus" data, and the rapidity with which creep can occur in sea ice,

even the assumption of quasi-elastic behavior is suspect unless one can measure

"elastic" parameters for each installation and minimize the creep effects.

Indeed, a much more detailed knowledge of the rheology of sea ice including

time and stress history dependence would have to be available before strain

measurement alone would form a useful basis for stress analysis.

Stress relief techniques are useful when the initial stress state is

unknown and the material is elastic. Typical is the "hole boring" technique

for plane stress developed by Nather [1934]. Three or more strain gages are



placed in a circle on the stressed specimen. Boring a smal l hole at the

center of the circle removes load bearing material, and results in a re-

distribution of stress which is sensed by the strain gages. The theory of

elasticity allows calculation of the original stress tensor components from

the changes in the three strain gage readings. Both tensile and compressive

stresses can be analyzed. Althougn it cannot provide continuous stress data,

a stress relief technique would be useful for sea ice to provide instantaneous

pictures of stress. !t overcomes the problem of unknown initial stress but

is still subject to the question of rheology. However, since the hole is

drilled rapid'ly, if appropriate short term "elastic" properties can be obtained,

useful results may be possible. Thus, the hole drilling technique was chosen

for development in this study.

An attractive possibility for materials which can be cast at moderate tem-

peratures is the embedment of a stress transducer. If such a transducer can

be constructed and accurately calibrated, a continuous record of stress during

dynamic loadings is possible, A major theoretical problem is the interaction

between the matrix and the included transducer. The theory of elasticity can

handle on'ly a limited number of simp'le cases so ca'libration of each host/

transducer pair is required. If the elastic properties of the host are un-

known or variable, considerable difficulty can be encountered in interpretirg

results. Fortunately, the theory of elasticity shows that the state of stress

 stress concentration! in simple inclusions is relatively independent of the

elastic properties of the matrix if the inclus~on is much stiffer than the

surrounding material  Huskhelishvi li, 1953!. Thus, one technique has been to

cement glass cylinders in holes drilled in less stiff rocks and analyze stress

in the rock matrix using the photo-elastic behavior of the glass  Jaeqer and

Cook, 1969!. That is, the glass cylinder is used as a "stress transducer".

Similarly, a miniature, cylindrical, uniaxial load cell using a piezo-resistance



element has been used for short term  elastic' stress measurement in low

modulus cast polyurethane and in solid rocket propellant by San Miguel and

Duran L1970].

It is important that since the state of stress in a stiff inclusion is

relatively independent of the host'. properties, the stress in the inclusion

will change only slightly if the host's properties change. If one views

creep as continued "softening" of a material, one concludes that stiff trans-

ducers can be used in soft, creeping hosts to measure stress, Berry and

Fairhurst [1966] have used Laplace transformes to confirm this for the cvlin-

drical stress gage embedded in continuously creeping materials subject to non-

reversing biaxial stress, and Hawkes L1969] has used glass cylinders to

measure compressive stress in frozen soils. The use of elastic inclusions in

creeping materials is elaborated later and forms the basis for the second

method of stress measurement developed in this study.

The techniques previously used for ice all employ embedded transducers.

Tabata and Ono I1972] have used resistance strain gages glued to a lucite bar

as a transducer. They have also used a load measuring cell placed with pre-

compression in a trench in the ice surface. The 'load cell was not totally

embedded, but was covered with plastic foam insulation for weather protection.

A third method investigated was the use of a soil pressure gaqe, commonly used

in soil mechanics. Frederking [1972] has used a ring with resistance strain

gages bonded to its surface and embedded in the ice to obtain the components

of the stress tensor in plane stress. Richardson [19721 used a system of

invar bars and dial gages, apparently to measure strain, These techniques

are discussed in Section IV.

It would be well to outline here some of the unique properties of sea

ice which complicate the matter of in situ stress measurement,



1! Except for the top layer �0 inches or less! the crystals in

sea ice have their c-axes randomly oriented in the horizontal

plane. Thus, large sheets of sea ice can be expected to be

isotropic in the plane of the sheet, but anisotropic in three

dimensions.

2! The crystals in sea ice are typically columnar, of jagged

cross section, density 4/cm or less in the olane of the sheet.
2

3! The crystals have a substructure of ice platelets and brine

inclusions.

4! Sea ice creeps under stress,

5! The coefficient of thermal expansion may be either positive

or negative, dependinq on ice temperature and salinity

 Malmgren, 1927!.

6! The rheological properties of sea ice depend on strain rate,

temperature, age of the ;ce  brine content!, and past stress

history. However, the exact nature of these dependencies is

only partially understood. Thus, the "elastic modulus" for

sea ice has been given at values ranging from 2 x 10 psi to
5

1 x 10 psi,  hleeks and Assur, 1968!, depending upon the pre-
6

vailing conditions and method by which it is determined.

In addition to these factors, stress measurement is complicated by the

fact that it must be done in the field. Thus, a transducer system which

wou1d be used to evaluate stress history must be capable of reliable long



term calibration, unaffected by weather or salt brine, and tree from zero
drift due to temperature, age, corrosion, or ice creep. The requirements
are less exacting for a stress relief system, si nce i t measures dynamic
strains over only a few minutes. However, a stress relief system must be
capable of being deployed rapidly to maximize the amount of data gathered
in a day. Each method should be capable of in situ calibration with known
stresses, if possible.

At the start of this project, several major problem areas were identified.
Of particular concern was creep of the ice and the attendant changes of read-
ing for buried transducers. In sprite of the encouraging results of Berry and
Fai rhurst and of Hawkes, it was felt that the unknown interaction of a trans-
ducer with either the platelet structure or the polycrystalli ne structure of
sea ice might complicate matters, In addition, ice is known to crack exten-
sively at failure and perhaps during creep  see Sprenger, 1972 for discussion!,
the cohesion of ice and metals can be weak, and Richardson [!972] has des-
cribedd salt migration to stress concentrations at transducers, In short, i t
was unknown whether continuum behavior could be expected of sea ice for

either a buried transducer or stress relief technique. In addition, there
was a question whether the sensitivity of eithe~ technique would be linear

or even reproducible over a full range of stress up to both tensile and

compressive failure. For transducer methods, the relation of 'low and high
frequency response was of concern. Finally, it was anticipated that standard
electronic equipment might operate poorly in cold environments and that a
certain amount of equipment development might be needed.

The following report describes the special equipment developed and the
results of studies on both transducer and hole driliing techniques of stress
measurement.



II. EQUIPMENT

A. Ice Specimens

Host of this work was done in temperature controlled cold rooms, using

ice grown in the laboratory from tap water doped with sodium chtoride to 30-

35 p.p.t. salinity. The ice was grown in large tanks with open tops and

insulated sides and bottoms so as to simulate the uniaxial growth of normal

sea ice. Dykins Ll966! has shown that ice grown in this way from sea water

is similar to normal young sea ice until about half of the container is

frozen. Concentration of the excluded brine beyond this point makes the

ice less and less like true sea ice, The cold rooms in which the ice was

grown were held at -10 to -15 C. In order to obtain a fine grain structure,0 0

the initial skim ice which formed in a tank was crushed into fine particles.

The containers used here were over two feet deep, and the top 12 inches was

used for specimens. 'Ahere it was necessary to obtain a deeper sample which

did not include a transition layer, the water in a container was diluted

daily to maintain 30-45 p.p.t. salinity; brine was drained off at the same

rate as fresh water was added to avoid disturbing the skeletal structure at

the water-ice interface. One container was an integral ice growing tank and

compression testing machine of 12 inch depth. Daily brine dilution allowed

ice in this tank to be frozen all the way to the bottom.

B. Electronic Equipment

As anticipated, obtaining satisfactory recording equipment has proved

to be somewhat of a problem. D.C. powered resistance strain gage trans-

ducers were used throughout this work and because of design 'limitations

their signal was always less than 1 millivolt. The first instrument used



to record these signals was a Leeds and Northrup multi-channel Speedo-max H

recorder with a range of 1 m.v. full scale. A lel tex 133-03 operational

amplifier was used as an impedence buffer between the recorder amp]ifier and

the recorder's switching relays. Data points were recorded at one per second,

The power used by this instrument is sufficient to keep its electronic com-

ponents warm at -20 C, but the switching relays are exposed and extra heat0

was required to keep them from sticking. Even with this, the relays are

noisy at cold temperatures, resulting in a poor trace, The amplifier of the

L and N recorder is slightly temperature sensitive, so its front door must

be left continualty shut. This recorder has performed adequately in the cold

room, which has a dehumidification coil to remove moisture from the air.

However, it did not perform well in a June, 1972, field test at Barrow. Either

due to air transportation, "dirty" A.C. power from a portable generator, or

excessive exposure to humid air, trouble developed in the main amplifier after

several hours use on the sea ice. A second unit. suffered similarIy. These

units continue to be used in the laboratory, but not field work.

A Honeywell portable  D.C. power! light beam oscillograph has also been

used in the laboratory. It uses enough power to remain at 25 F when placed0

in a ventilated protective box with the cold room at -20 C. No particular

problems have developed in the laboratory, other than those inherent in this

type of recorder. In the field, power consumption would be a problem, as it

uses up to 200 watts and requires frequent paper changes. It was conceived

as a recording medium for sites where power was available or visits could be

made every few days. Its multi-channel, high speed capabilities make it

perfect for use during periods of intense ice activity.

For long term unattended recording, Rustrak four channel recorders,

Model 388, have been used with success. These recorders have a sensitivity

of -10 millivolts full scale, use only 0.1 watt at 12 volts, and record a



series of dots on pressure sensitive paper. With 16 seconds between dots,

and one inch per hour chart speed, these recorders are useful for re-

cording stress variations occuring over ten minutes or more. They provide

a compact, rugged, relatively cheap recording package with accuracy of

five percent. A disadvantage is that a switching relay is used to provide

the multi-channel capability.

Several manufacturers of tape recorders, qraphic recorders, and

electronic equipment were contacted concerninq the low temperature capability

of their products. In most cases, they were unwilling to specify their

products to temperatures lower than freezing. The possible mechanical prob-

lems which were cited were stiffening of rubber drive rollers in tape and

paper transports, lubrication, and brittleness of paper at cold temperatures,

Two electronic problems are the change of transistor parameters with tem-

perature, and the freezing of electrolytic capacitors  Sackinger, 1972!,

0
although we have used electrolytic capacitors for inactive filters at -20 C

with no apparent problems. The marufacturers of operational amplifiers

routinely specify their units to -20 C and will select units suitable for

lower temperature on request. These amplifiers have been very useful,

particularly the Analog Devices Hodel 153 which requires extremely low

power. In all cases, input offset current and voltage are present and

temperature sensitivity can be extreme. However, the proper choice af

device and circuitry minimize these problems. A resistance bridqe with

one leg shunted by a thermister ha, been used to counter temperature in-

duced zero drift.

C. Stress Transducers

The load cells used as stress transducers all employ bonded resistance

strain gages to provide an electrical signal proportional to the applied



applied at the ends. The stress in the reduced area, ~ , is'r'

4 F

2
d

F

2
7rd

4

and the total change of length of the bar is

~I = ~a + a L-~!

~L = � ' ~ + '�  L-~!
E Et �!

1 4 FR + 0F  ~ 
Et ~ d2 ! 02

4F L U R Rhl 'l +-
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�!

E is the elastic modulus of the transducer material, and v is the stress
t

in the unreduced section.

load. In order to increase their sensitivity, most commercially available

load cells employ beams or plates in bending as the strain-gaged element.

Such a transducer is indeed sensitive, but is also quite flexible. As dis-

cussed elsewhere in this paper, a transducer for sea ice must be several

times stouffer than the ice surrounding it, which may have an elastic modulus

as high as 1 x 10 psi. In order to meet this criterion, we have found it6

necessary to use simple tension links rather than bending elements in

transducers.

Consider a right circular cylinder of diameter l3, Iength L, with a

reduced cross section of diameter d, length 1, as shown in Figure 1.

Strain gages will be applied to the reduced section to measure the load F,



FIGURE 1. Stress tran-.duper geometry.



The spring constant for the transducer is

K = F
T h,L 4 ET

L 02 ~2 j


The spring constant for an equal volume of ice would be

F i i KiTD
E.A. 2

hI L 4Li

Then the ratio of the transducer stiffness to ice stiffness is

L

Kt ET
K E

2
+ RD

Ld

Stainless Steel

Brass

E/E. =30
t

E/E. =15
t

Aluminum E/E. =10

with Young's Modulus for ice taken as 1 x 10 psi. It is easy to see that the6

stiftest transducer will use stainless steel and minimize the lenqth of the

reduced section while maximizing its diameter. However, several other factors

enter into the design of these transducers. First, the range of stresses en-

countered in sea ice is 10 to 500 psi, which is in the lower port~on of the

range normally measured by the strain gages which would be used as sensing

elements. Two design alternatives are possible to increase the signal from

such a transducer: first, use a low modulus material such as a1uminum; second,

use a much reduced diameter for the gaged section. If these alternatives do

not provide adequate signal, either high gage-factor strain gages or high gain

amplifiers must be used. A second restriction is the uniformity of stress in

12

As shown in section IV, this ratio must be larger than one and preferably larger

than five for a successful stress transducer. The three most likely choices for

transducer material are:



the reduced section: St, tenant's principal implies that the length of the

reduced section must be several times its diameter if strain gaqes placed

at the halfway point are to measure the average stress applied to the trans-

ducer face. Third, it is desirable to use a four-arm bridge because of its

inherent, temperature compensation, Finally, the diameter of the upper and

lower faces of the transducer should be large in comparison with typical

ice crystal size but small in comparison with the si ze of the specimen in

which it is embedded.

Figure 2 shows a stress transducer which was designed according to the

above criteria. A 1 inch diameter aluminum cylinder, 3 inches long, has a 2

inch long by 1/2 inch diameter reduced section. Four strain gages parallel

and perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder are connected in a bridge to

read tension or compression in the bar and provide inherent temperature com-

pensation. The aluminum cylinder fits inside a copper tube and has 1/2 inch

diameter steel bolts on each end to provide a grip for tensile stresses.

The strain gages were coated with GageKote 2 sold by Bean and Company and

with silicone rubber. The copper tube was sealed to the aluminum bar with

silicone rubber and the entire assembly coated with GageKote 2. Lead-in

wires were sealed into a hole in the aluminum bar with silicone rubber.

The transducer in Figure 2 has a long, narrow geometry. To investigate

the effects of geometry on performance, a short, broad transducer was designed.

A shorter version of Figure 2, 3 inch diameter by 1 inch long was tried but

was unsatisfactory because the load carrying member was too short to average

out non-uniformly applied loads. Figure 3 shows a more successful short trans-

ducer. Four 1/2 inch square stainless steel bars, 1 inch long, carry the

load between two 3 inch diameter by 1/2 inch thick aluminum plattens. Each

bar has one axial strain gage and one transverse strain gage, and all gages

13



FIGURE 2. Stress transducer used for tests. Strain gages
were fixed to the 3 inch long blank shown, Above
the blank is a finished transducer with steel
end-bolts and a copper protective sleeve.



FIGURE 3. Fla~. transducer,



are connected to form a 4-arm bridge. Bolts in each platten provide gr ipping

surfaces for the ice. Again, a copper sleeve and appropriate;ealirig com-

pounds are used.

We have mentioned the use of the 4-arm bridge to provide inherent com-

pensation for temperature induced strains. In addition, one may select.

s ra i n gages whi ch are themselves temperature compensa ted for use with steel,

a!uminuni, etc. Norma'lly these gages are compensated only near room ter;per-

a ture, For use at lower temperatures, better results are obtained if the

strain gages are selected as if the transducer material had a somewhat

higher coefficient of thermal expansion. For instance, we have used gages

designed for 15 p,p.m. per F,

D. Displacement Transducers

For stress relief studies it was necessary to have transducers which

would nieasure displacement between two gage points. Again bonded resistance

strain gage~ were used to provide electrical read out, The gages were applied

to 0.030 inch thick aluminum leafs which were the flexible elerients in the

transducer shown in Figure 4. The 1, 4 inch diameter by 1/." inch long gage

points are embedded at the surface of the ice under test; strain in the ice

causes flexing of the aluminum leaves which is read out by the strairi gages.

In order to register strain in the ice, a force must exist at each gage

point; this fact limits the sensitiv.ty of such a transducer because tlie

gage poirits tend to creep back into the ice, Because these transducers were

to sense small elastic motions during stress relief. 'it was arbitrarily

decided that the nominal stress at tlie gage poirits   force divided by project

area! should be no more than 1/10 th» stress in the ice, assuming elastic

deflections. The transducers were designed for use with one inch gate lengths,

use two 1. Z5 by 0. Z5 by 0. 030 inch aluminum leaves in parallel with both ends

16



FIGURE 4. Strain measuring transducer. The right hand leg is the
flexible element and consists of two short aluminum
flexible leaves which are clamped to the 1/2 inch square
top bar and to the 1/2 x 1/8 inch lower plate which is
embedded in the ice. Silicone rubber is used as a water
proofing agent and leads to the massive appearance.

17



clamped, and have a sensitivity of 0.2 p v./v. per micro-inch of displace-

ment, When used on a 3 inch qage length, the stress at the gage points is

0.32 times the stress in the ice, assuming a modulus of elasticity of

5 x 10 psi for the ice.
6

E. Air bags

The hole-dri t ling procedure required that a means be developed for

applying a known pressure on the inside or outside of tubular specimens

of ice. The law required pressure �0-50 psi! suggested the use of in-

flated air bags such as doctors use to measure blood pressure. Figure 5

shows an air bag which is used to provide internal pressure on an -'3 inch

diameter hole. A steel core and plywood headers provide sealing and

support for a cylindrical rubber membrane cut from an automobile inner

tube. A pressure of 2 psi is enough to distend the membrane well beyond

9 inches diameter. The headers should provide a snug fit in the hole to

prevent the membrane from bulging out the top.

An air bag used to prov~de pressure on he outside of a 16 inch dia-

meter cylinder is shown in Figure 6. It is constructed from plastic coated

nylon and cemented to a sheet steel backing plate. In use, it is inserted

in a circular trench cut in the ice. The bag should be inserted at least

one inch below the ice surface to prevent bulginq. The nvlon, while stronq

enough to resist tearing at 40 psi, does develop serious leaks where the

plastic coating blows out between threads. A better material might he a

rubberized canvas, or a nylon shell and inner rubber membrane. An all

rubber bag could be used if adequate assembly techniques are available, and

if headers are provided to limit bulging at too and bottom.

A flat air bag, similar to the minind engineer's flat-jack, was in-

corporated into the integral ice tank and compression tester shown in



FIGURE 5. Air bag used to provide interna'I pressure on hole.



FIGURE 6. Air bag used to provide external pressure on cylinder.

20



Figure 7. An insulated steel frame supports a plywood tank, 32 incn by

38 inch by 14 inch deep. One wall of the tank is fitted with the flat

air bag. After ice is frozen in the tank and the sides have beer re-

lieved with a chain saw, uniaxial compression can be applied by inT Idt-

ing the bag.

I I I . HOLE DRILLING METHOD

A. Theory

R2

Ro � R
0 2 2

4R2 3R4
! + �- � + � --! cos 2o

2 4
r r

3R4! - �+ 4! cos 2o
r

�!

3R4= � � '�+ � - � ! .in Z.=
rB 2 2 4

r r

where R = hole radius, r = radial distance to point of interest, and 9 =

angular coordinate to point of interest measured from stress axis. The

stress "added" by boring the hole is tne dif'ference between the uniform

stress and the value given in Equation �!:

21

The hole drilling method relies on the theory of elasticity to predict

the stress distribution and deformation around a nole in a loaded body. For

instance, consider a large plate under uniaxial stress, c. If a hole is

bored in the plate, while it is loaded, a redistribution of stress occurs

in the region of the hole so that the stress is given in polar coordinates

by  Sokolnikoff, 1956!:



O

'I «D

E 0 O S-
CD

 D

CD

Ld
U.J
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2
-R : ��
22

+ � cos 2i.
3R

2 4
2R

cos 2"

radded

R 3R  - � � cos 20 !

added

R 3R{ � - � !  sin 2~1!re 2

added

culated by reversing the process described above. If c0, '4<, -9< are tan-
gential strains measured at 0, 45, to 90 to one another, the prince pa'i0 0 0

stresses are  Riparbelli, 1950!,  Nilbradt, 1951!:

0 90u = E -�/2!

 u+]! +  r+R ! - v l-R ! dr1 2 2 2

'0 '90

-�+~! + � - � J �+ - -- + v�+ � � � --- ! dr1 ~ 2 3R 3R 4R
r2-rl rl 4 4 2

cos 28

23

The strains resu'Iting from boring the hole can be found from these tresses wit~

the aid of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio. If two principal stresses a,"

present, two sets of stresses as in �! may be superi~posed.

In the usual case, the body will be stressed by unknown principal stresses

6m and c , Figure 8. Either radial or tangential strains are measured at threem

points around the hole as it is drilled, and the principal stresses are cal-



45
Transducer 0 Transducer

i/
90

Radius

r2 Outer
Sensor

Radius

FIGURE B. Location of strain sensors in a hole drilling
analysis.
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with E and v being Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio. The integrals are

taken between the inner and outer radii of the strain sensors. The location

of the principal stresses is given by:

45 0 90
tan 2 o�

'90 '0
 9!

For sea ice, the stress at the top surface might be evaluated by measuring

tangential strains about a hole drilled by a standard ice auger.

An important requirement for the use of this method is knowledge of the

modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio for the ice being tested. In most

cases, these quantities will be unknown and, given the variability of available

data, must be determined by separate tests. It seems Iogical that best re-

suits will be obtained if these auxiliary tests are performed in situ using the

1- aP. bP 12 2 2 2

�0!

a = inner radius of cylinder

b = sensor radius

e = elastic modul us

P.= internal pressure
1

P = external pressure
0

r = sensor radius

< = Poisson's ratio

where

Data from two independent tests can be combined to yield both E and

same deflection or strain measuring devices as were used in the hole drilling

process. The well known deformations of an internally or externally pressurized

elastic cylinder provide a way to do this, since a hole is already present, in

the ice, and a trench may be cut surrounding it. The tangential strain wi I I

be  Timoshenko, 1956!:



Because the equations are linear in pressure, measurements cannot be re-

stricted to pressure on the hole alone. In this work, several combinations

of internal and external pressure were used.

B, Hole Drilling Test

In order to test the method, several 10-inch cubes of saIt ice were

stressed at 50 psi uniaxial compression. One inch diameter holes were

drilled with tangential deformations on a 2 inch circle measured as in

Figure 8 with 0 = 0 and o = 0. The deflection measuring transducers de-

scribed in Section II were used with 1 inch gage lengths, and a 1 inch

diameter air bag was used to provide internal pressure of 20 psi to the

hole. Consistent results were not obtained, either between tests, or with-

in a given test. It was suspected that the small scale of the test was at

tault since the size of the hole was not much larger than one or two grains

of the ice, and the 1 inch gage length might contain only one or two grains,

Thus, it was not surprising that a continuum analysis failed to describe the

behavior of an agglomeration of several ice grains. In order to approach the

realm where continuum behavior could be expected, full scale tests were de-

signed using an 8 inch diameter hole, 12 inch diameter sensor circle, 2 ',nch

gage lengths, and a 16 inch external trench. Tests were attempted at Barrow,

Alaska in June 1972, but could not be completed because of instrument failures.

One test was completed in the cold room at Fairbanks using a 32 x 38 x 12

inch thick ice sheet under 20 psi compression at a temperature of -14 C, The0

displacement transducers described in II D, extended to measure over a 3 inch

gage length, were frozen into the ice with fresh water at locations parallel

to, perpendicular to, and 45 to the applied stress. The ice, which had been
0

previously stressed, was loaded to 2C psi uniaxial compression for five



minutes, un'loaded for 10 minutes, and reloaded to 20 psi. After half an

hour, an 8 inch hole was drilled through the stressed ice. Next an 8

inch diameter bladder was inserted in the hole and used to provide 20 psi

internal pressure on the periphery of the hole. Three load and unload

cycles were performed. Next the 20 psi uniaxial stress was released,

applied, and released with no pressure on the hole. A trench was cut out-

side the sensors, isolating a cylindeI of ice approximately 8 inch I.D. by

16 inch 0.0. by 12 inch long. A flat air bag was curled around the cylinder

and inserted in the trench to provide external pressure on the cylinder.

Two cycles of 10 psi external pressure and release were performed. Next

were two cycles of 10 psi external pressure, 10 psi internal pressure added

to the external pressure, and releasing both pressures.

Table 1 summarizes the resu'!ts of the hole boring tests in terms of

micro-inches/inch strain registered by each transducer. Figure 9 shows

the actual data taken during the hole drilling while Figure 10 shows the data

obtained for the first internal pressure test. As seen in Figure 10, creep

usually occurred following pressurization and recovery was present following

pressure release, Therefore, the asymptotic approximations shown have been

used to evaluate a quasi-elastic response. Table 2 shows the values of

' oung's modulus and poisson's ratio calculated for each gage location for

tests 1 through 9, using test 1 as a basis -- e.g., loading tests 1 and 4

were used to solve simultaneously two independent equations for E and i

obtained from equation 10, giving E = 1.07 x 10 psi and v = 1.69.6

C. Discussion of Hole Drilling

The calculated values of E and u Table 2 show a surprising incon-

sistency both in magnitude and sign. Since an accurate knowledge of these
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F!GURE 9. Strain transducer responses while dri1ling 8 inch
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TABLE l

Strain Transducer Readings During Hole Boring.
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FIGURE l0. Strain transducer responses to 20 psi inter nial
pressure on 8 inch hole in 32 x 38 inch block.
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TABLE 2a. STRAIN DATA AND CALCULATED ELASTIC CONSTANTS.

Al 1 data for application of internal or external pressure on salt ice ring.

base +est for calculations.
taken as positive.

Tes t 1 taken as
Tension

i easure E astic
Strain 6 Modulus 6

in inxlp PSIxlQ

Stra i n
Transducer

LocationTest

20

20

10

10

10

10

10

3'1

P.
int.

P.S. I.

ext.

P.S.I.

00

45'
90'

DQ

45'

90'

0'
45'
90'

00

450
90'

0
45'
90'

00

45"

90

po

45

90

QO
45'

90'

0'
45'
90 o

23.73

10.8

12.9

17.93
7.67

12.03

23. 73

10. 80

13.40

7,0
-16.93

9,53

7,23
-21.6

-11. 2

-31, 87
-21.9

-11.4

-22.66
-'I8.51
- 8.40

-29.00
-20.67

-10.7

-24.93

-19.12
8.20

l. 07

1. 09

1. 39

1. 06

0. 919

1.278

0. 566
.911

1. 267

0. 417

0, 695
0.9537

0.598
.948

1.308

0. 438

Q. 681

0.962

Poisson's
Ratio

1.69

0.190
0. 841

1.66
-0, 0124

0.683

0,265
-0.0233

0.665

-0.153

-0. 286
0. 199

0.357

0.0228
0.727

-0. 093

-0.303

0.211



TABLE 2b. STRAIN DATA AND CALCULATED PLASTIC CPNSTANTS.

Al 1 data for removal of all internal or external pressure on sal t ice ring.

base :est for calculations.

taken as positive.
Test 1 taken as

Tension

Stra in

Transducer

LocationTest

20

20

20

10

10

1010

32

P.
int.

P.S.I.

P
ext.

P.S.I.

QO

45'

90

00
45'

90'

00
45'
90'

00
45'

90 0

00

45'
90'

QO

45
90'

QO

45'

90'

00

45'

90

QQ

45'

90'

easure

Strain 6
in/inxl0

-15, 1

- 8.6

9.67

-17. 9

� 9.23

-10.33

-15.93
-10.47

-10.33

5. 067

15,43

10. 87

8.13

24. 67

14.4

26.07

20. 00

10, 33

27.83

18.53

10.03

ast]c

Nodulus 6
PS Ixl 0

1.627

1.245

1.48

1 . 394
0. 883

1.25

. 529

0. 718

1,03

. 5088
0.755

1.048

Poi sson's

Rati o

1.585

0.076

0.432

1.168

-0.276

0.171

-0. 379

-0.436

-0,068

-0.4159
-0.400

-0.0513



factors is essential, it is impossible to analyze the accuracy of the metho '

by comparing known and measured stresses. One may, however, calculate the

orientation of the principal stresses from the hole drilling data alone.

Using equation 9 one calculates <: = 45, which is far from the true value0

= 0 . We must conclude then, that the method as presently implemented is0

not useful for accurate stress analysis.

In searching for an explanation for these poor results, one may question

the suitability of the instruments. The extensometers gave stable and re-

peatable results in calibration tests. However, there is a possibility that

they were too stiff for use with 3 inch gage lengths. Future tests should

use softer extensometers, perhaps with semiconductor strain gages to increase

their sensitivity. In addition, the gage points might be embedded more deeply

in the ice to assure accurate measurement. The spread of the data for re-

peated, identical loads indicates that individual crystals in the gaged sections

may trade off their loads in a variable fashion. However, the gaged sections

did contain several crystals, which . hould have minimized this factor, and such

a process would presumably take many minutes to occur. Further tests could use

1arge holes to approach a more nearly continuum behavior. However, holes

larger than 12 inch diameter are difficult to drill without a vehicle-mounted

auger.

One possibility i s that sea ice may behave as a highly non- Ii near material,

even in its elastic range. Peyton's �966! data supports this conclusion. Our

tests with both internal and external pressure on an ice cylinder also support

this possibility: based on linear elasticity, the response to iriternal pres-

sure should have been about half the response to external pressure, Figure ll

shows a response significantly lower than this, If non-linear elasticity proves

to be a major factor for sea ice, it is questionable whether stress relaxation

techniques will be useful for in situ stress analysis.
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FIGURE 1I, Strain transducer response to internal and ex-
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A final point is that the test described above took four haut s to

perform. In the field, a practiced team might be able to reduce this to

two hours. At this rate, only three or four stress measurements cauld be

made per day -- hardly enough to delineate an entire stress field.

IV. STRESS TRANSDUCER TECHNIQUE

A. Theory

The design of load cells to be used as stress transducers has been

discussed in Section II, These designs were based on the requirement that

the transducer be stiffer than the surrounding ice and the background for

this criterion was discussed in Section I. Exact design according to this

criterion would entai1 the solution of a difficult problem in solid mechanics

for each new transducer. However, the following one dimensional approximation

is a useful design guide. Once a specific design is selected, its stress

sensitivity may be determined by full scale tests or by computer aided analysis.

Figure 12 shows a spring-dashpot analogy to the problem of an elastic

transducer embedded in a visco-elastic medium. The transducer is shown as a

spring of modulus KT while the surrounding ice is shown as a set of springs

and dashpots Kl KZ Cl C2 on the left and right of the transducer. We assume

that both the transducer and the ice undergo the same deflection A. The

force, F, causing this deflection is divided between the transducer, FT,

and the ice. In this analogy the applied stress is F/3 if the transducer

and each ice module occupy equal areas. The quantity read out is F , the

"nominal measured stress" which will probably not be equa1 to F/3.

Consider a creep test in which a load F is suddenly applied to the

relaxed array of springs and dashpc ts. The force in the transducer will

assume some initial value and then increase as the dashpots creep, The
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FIGURE 32. Spring-dashpot analogy to transducer/ice
interaction.
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The initial value can be found by assuming that all the dashpots are

rigid.

Ini ti a 1 va1 ueF = F
ZK

KT

If the dashposts are allowed to creep continuously, the transducer wi!1 eventu-

ally support the entire load:

Final Value

Notice that the final "nominal measured stress" is thus three times the "applied

stress", i.e., there is a stress concentration factor of three,

The relation in equation ll is plotted in Figure 13, with heavy arrows

showing the direction in which the relation proceeds as creep occurs  essenti-

ally softening the ice!. Figure 13 shows clearly why a soft transducer is not

satisfactory for use in a creeping material. Even a transducer which identi-

cally matches the elastic modulus of the host  K = K ! is unsatisfactory

si nce the final value of the transducer reading is three times the initial

value, even though the applied stress is constant. Choosing a transducer wi th

K / K >10 minimizes the uncertainty due to creep to 16 percent. Choosing a

stiff transducer also minimizes the problems of the uncertain and variable

elastic behavior of sea ice if a maximum expected value of elastic modulus is

used. Thus two basic and formidable problems are solved by the choice of a

stiff stress transducer. In this model, the final stress concentration in

creep is, of course, fixed by the choice of two ice modules adjacent to the

transducer and by the rigid shear coupling between the ice and the transducer

head. Because of these assumptions, the final value does not reflect the ratio

of s hear to compressional ice creep tiffness as found in Berry and Fairhurst's

solution �966! for the cylindrical stress gage. Indeed, that creep stiff-

ness ratio probably determines the number of ice modules whi ch must be associ-

ated with each transducer by governing the final stress concentration.
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PICTURE 13. Percentage of applied load carried by transducer as a
function of transducer to ice stiffness ratio, calculated
from equation 11.



However, for any given number of adjacent modules, only a stiff transducer

wi 1 l enable the elastic response to be close to the creep response.

It is of interest to evaluate th«response of this model to more com-

plex variations of stress with time. For this purpose, we may write a
transfer function re'lating the output FT to the input F.

T1TZD +  T +�+K !Tl]D+12 2 1

T '2 '
F ZK 2 2K1 K

� + 1!il TZD I.� K +K !Tl+TZ~D + 1
KT T 2

�3,'

D = the differential operator' dtd
Cl

with T
K

1

C
2

K
2

The usual Laplace Transform technioues can then be used to relate the trans-

ducer's response to a given input. Fiqure 14 shows the log-magnitude and
phase versus frequency plots obtained =rom equation 13 for a sinusoidal input.
The values for Tl and T2 were calculated from Tabata's work, quoted in Necks
and Assur �969!, which gives values for the rheological constants of sea ice
used in this mode] as:

thus

T = 125 min
1

TZ = 14 min

39

K = 1.1
1

Cl = 1.2

K = 1.8
2

CZ = 2.7

x 10 dyne/cm9 2

x 10 dyne-min/cmll . 2

x l 0 dyne/cm
9 2

X 10 dyne-min/cm
'l0 . 2



Figure 14 also assumes KT = 10K1. Using these data, both the numerator and

denominator of equation 13 are highly damped second order terms, implying that

the response of the transducer in this model will show no resonant peaks. That

is, there will not be the possibility of a buildup of un-relaxed stress in the

host, giving an excessive reading in the transducer, although there will be some

phase and amplitude distortion of a complex stress wave.

The analysis given above forms a useful framework of expectations tor

stress measuring transducers. Naturally the details of ice/transducer be-

havior in the real world may be different in absolute magnitude, but we

antici pate that if the transducer i s sufficiently stiff the material pro-

perties of the ice will cause a minimum of uncertainity in the measured

stress and both rapid and slow stress changes can be recorded and analyzed.

The question of how stiff the transducer must be depends on how much of the

surroundi ng ice is affected by its presence. Here we assumed that the

affected area of ice was twice the projected area of the transducer and ob-

tained a stress concentration factor of three. Actual tests described below

give a stress concentration factor of four to five implying that the stress

af'fected area is at least three times the projected area of the transducer.

B. Placement of Transducers

The stress transducers described in Section II were placed in artifically

grown blocks of salt ice for use in evaluation tests. In each case the axis

of the transducer was perpendicular to the growth direction of the ice. Two

techniques were used for placement. For ice to be tested in the universal

testing machine, a block approximately 8 inches x 8 inches x 12 inches was cut

in half and a form-fitting hollow chiselled for the transducer. The two halves

were t.hen cemented together with a thin layer of fresh water. For tests in the

large growing/testing tank, a block was quarried out to half the depth of the
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FIGURE I4, Log-magnitude and phase versus frequency Dlot for transducer/
ice interaction from equation 13 using Tabata's rheological
constants.



tank, a form fitting hole was cut or melted for the transducer, fhe block

was replaced, and the trench was filled with fresh water. In each case

brine accumulation in the transducer hollow was sponged dry just prior to

adding the fresh water, In this way the possibility of brine accumulation

at the transducer/ice interface was minimized. The transducer strain

bridges were balanced prior to freeze-in so that a true zero load reading

could be established,

C. Experimental Data

Figures 15 through 17 show the behavior of three transducers in a 32 x 38 x 12

inch deep block of ice under uniaxial compression. In each case, the trans-

ducer output is shown as the "nominal measured stress" which is taken as the

force sensed by the transducer divided by the projected area of the transducer

head, ~r/4 square inches. This is not expected to be equal to the applied

stress. The transducers were buried 6 inches deep with their stress measur-

ing axes at 0 , 45 , and 90 to the stress direction respectively. In this0 0 0

way, the behavior under direct compression, shear plus biaxial compression,

and transverse compression could be evaluated. Three types of data were

gathered: response during creep at. 10 psi compress~on, response to a "square

wave" consisting of 10 psi compressive pulses, and response to 1oads high

enough to cause ice fai lure. The creep test was carried on for 10 days then

the block was allowed to sit for another 20 days under zero load. During the

entire 30 days, periodic square wave loading tests were performed, and the

ambient temperature was varied between -1 C and -22 C. The ice containing the0 0

0 and 90 transducers was then cut. out as an 8-1/2 x 7-5/8 x 15 inch high0 0

block. The 45 transducer was cut out as a separate block. Both blocks were

then temperature cycled for 24 and 48 hours from -8 C to -22 C. Finally, theo 0
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Std. 0ev. = 2.28 P.S.I.

Mean =- t9.l3 P.S.I.
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FIGURE 16. Response of t~ansducers in Figure I5 to rapidly
applied leads.
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FIGURC 17a Response oP transducer to direct compressive stress causing
ice failure. Transducer was formerly at 90' to stress in
Figure 16 and 17.
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FIGURE 17b. Response of transducer to transverse compressive stress causing
ice failure. Transducer was formerly at 0" to stress in
Figure 16 and 17.



hlork co»taining the 0 and 90 transducer wa, loaded to compressive0 0

failure in the 30,000 lb. testing machine. In <ioing so, the stress

dir.ection was changed 90 so that the 0 transducer. was loaded tr ans-0 0

versi to the coiiipressive axis while the 90 transducer rocorde<i dire< to

coiiipressive failure, The failure test corisis teel of loading until crack.�

ing could be heard or seen, unload ng, and loading again until failure

was well progressed. The first loading was at about l00 psi pei minute,

the second loading was at about 200 psi per minute. The ice temperature

was about � l0 C.
0

Tab'le 3 summarizes the data 9 ven in Figures 1', 16, and 17 and pre-

sents data from several other tests. In each case, the data is given as a

stress concentration factor which s calculated as the ratio of "nominal

ii;easured stress" to actual applied stress. Test 3 is the only tension test

performed. Due to the difficulty of gripping and uniformly loading ice in

tension, Test 3 was performed as a thick tube with internal pressure. A

tube I6 inch inside diameter by 30 inch outside diameter by 12 inc h axial

I erigtli was loaded under 10 psi internal pressure using an air bag. This

placed the tube under radial coir pression and tarigential tension  hoop stress',

wiiich was sensed by a tangential stress ti.ansducer at an 11.5 i»ch r adius.

The resulting data was corrected for biaxial stre.,s as described later. The

app1ied stres, was calculated using el ast ir theory for tiiick cyl i»i< .s. A

5 x. 5-1/2 x lO inch high block con', aining the tr arisducer was then cut arid

tested i» compression to failure.

Ficure 18 shows a typicaI traiisient i esponse obtained as a ',ransducer

is being frozen into an ice block.

Figure 19 shows the results o' a temperature sensitivity test iii whicl',

a block of ice containing a transducer was cooled by rapidly dropping the
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TABLE 3a

DIRECT LOAD STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS.

All Stresses compressive, except as noted.

TABLE 3b

TRANSVERSE LOAD STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS.

All applied stress compressive,
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room temperature, The data has been corrected for zero shifts due solely

to thr temperature of the transducer i» due to the temperature rit the

e l ec troni c ins truruents.

Orie factor should be mentioned concerning creep Test 6. A significarit

zero drift occurred between the time the transducer was placed in the ice

arid after it was removed: nearly 100 pounds for the 0 transducer. This0

has been apportioned to the data and substracted for Figure 'l5. S iiiie cor-

rosion was noticed on the transducevs and it is possible that very small

amounts of brine could have penetrated to the strain gages, shifting the

overall balance of the strain bridges. Another po.sibility is that the

solder used on the strain gages was subject to "tin disease', a low temper-

ature phase transformation of tin which can occur in 63!.' tin-37'i:. solder s

below 20 F. Such a change could alter overall bridge balance also.0

D. Discussion

In discussing the suitability of load cells for s tress measurement, it

will be convenient to consider first only the da ta for transducers whose

axes are parallel to the applied stress. The fact that all data show a

significant stress concentration should not be surprising, as it is consistent

with the spring-dashpot model discussed previously, The transducer, being

stiffer than the ice, simply supports more than its share of the load. The

exact value of the stress concentration is, of course, dependent upon trans-

ducer geometry and the degree of adfreeze bonding in areas of the ice-

transducer interface which are under tensior;. The transducers used here

were coated with silicone rubber, anc little adfreeze strength was expected.

A stress concentration factor of four to six is probably typical of long,

thin geometries, as used here. A small amount of data gathered with a 3

inch diameter by 1 inch long transducer indicated reduced stress concentration

factors for short, squat geometries.
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Figure 15 shows that the response of a directly stressed transducer

to creep loads is acceptably constant. For 'IO psi constant applied stress

and nearly constant room temperature, the stress in the transducer reached

a steady value in six hours, and this sensitivi ty was maintained for the

full 10 days of the test. In another test, Test 1, loaded at 80 psi, measure-

ments indicated that the stress concentration in the transducer reached a

steady value within one hour which was maintained +15',! for the ent~re six

days of the test, during which time 1/2%%u axial strain was measured for the

block.

One point that should be made in considering the data in Figure 15 is

that a definite temperature effect is evident, Since the data has been

corrected for both e'lectronic and transducer temperature sensitivity, the

remaining variation in measured stress must be interpreted as being thermally

induced stress actually present in the ice. The trends in the data are con-

sistent with this interpretation. For instance, the increase in compression

registered about 20 hours after the start of the test could be caused by the

top surface of the ice going into tension as the room cooled to -20 C  the0

ice was in the insulated testing tank with only its top surface exposed!.

There was a lag of several days between room temperature and ice temperature

at the transducers so that the almost daily cycling of temperature could

have been produced by very complicated thermal stress profiles,

To further investigate temperature sensi tivity, ice blocks containing

the transducers from the creep test were temperature cycled fully exposed to

cold room air. Figure 19 shows a typical set of data for a 08 hour test,

corrected for electronic and transducer temperature sensitivity . Data points

are taken at 1 hour invervals. It is likely that, this block was of low

enough salinity that it had a non-linear positive coefficient of thermal
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expin",ion  expin;ion with incr< ising temperature!  Malmqren, 1927!. Pipidly

cooling the room then induced contraction of the outer layer af ice, probably

resulting in a triaxial stress field around the transducer. presumably the

stresses transverse to the transducer's axis provided the dominant signal, re-

sulting in the apparent tensile stress. The reverse occurred on warming the

room. The fact that the transverse stresses dominated is unusual fetid co~ld

perhaps be due to the size or shape of the block. It is not known whether

similar behavior could be expected for a large block. It is significant that

as soon as thermal equilbrium was attained in the ice block, the transducer

reading approached and remained near zero stress.

The transducers were designed assuming a stress concentration of Z.O and

ice whose elastic modulus was 10 psi. The initial response was 70;" of the6

final creep response, indicating that the elastic modulus of the ice may have

been lower than 10 psi. He conclude that stiff transducers can indeed
6

measure stress while creep occurs,

Figure 16 shows the response of the transducers to "rapid" square wave

loading. Several tests of 1, 2, 5, and 10 minutes duration were performed on

each of five days. Asympototic approximations similar to those described in

the hole drilling analysis were used to reduce the data, and no specific

difference was noticed between 1 minute and 10 minute tests. In general,

tests with the load going from 10 psi to zero gave slightly more response

than tests from zero to 10 psi. The average for the direct loaded trans-

ducer is 41.6 psi with a standard deviation of 5.4 psi. The experimental

accuracy for setting the load was +5T and the accuracy for reading the

charts was +2 pounds. The data seem to i ndi cate a slight i ncrease iti both

sensitivity and spread as time progressed. It is possible that the method

ot data reduction induces an unnecessary spread in results. This would be

particularly true for the data of day 21 and day 25, since a leak in the
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loading system made it difficult to apply the stress rapidly. Basically,

however, the response is uniform.

The ability of the transducers to follow failure of the surrounding

ice i s shown in Figure 1 7a . The hysteresis in Fi gure l 7a gives evi dence

of creep and relaxation of the ice surrounding the transducer. Even after

the first cracks appeared in the ice, the transducer followed the increasing

stress quite well. At the second, more rapid loading, the transducer again

followed the app'lied stress unti 1 there was extensive cracking and gross

failure destroyed the continuum nature of the block. It is interesting to

note that the failure data lies between the best fit calibrations  stress

concentration factors! for creep and for rapid loads. Apparently either

type of test provides a good approximation to the failure calibration of

the transducers. This is important for field use of transducers because

large scale failure tests of ice in si tu are costly while in si tu creep

and rapid responses can be found using air bag techniques. On the other

hand, laboratory calibrations are expediently done as failure tests.

Host of the ice tested here failed at about 300 psi although one

block withstood 1,000 psi, Test 5. Apparently the details of its growth,

crystallography, and aging resulted in an ice quite different from the

others tested. It is important that the transducer response for this un-

usual ice did not differ greatly frow the other failure tests, as shown

in Table 3.

The only available data for the response of transducers to tension

is from the hoop tension test, Test 3. The stress concentration factor in

tension is seen to be consistent with the data for this block and for other

ice blocks in compression. Tensile fai lure tests could not be done wi th our

equipment. However, the large tensile loads indicated by transducers oriented
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f:erpendicular to the stress direction in failing ice blocks imply that

tensi1e failure could have been followed without destroying the ice-

transducer bond. It is not known whether stress concentration in the

ice near a transducer would initiate premature tensile failure.

figure 18 shows the transient re sponse as a transducer is frozen

into an ice sheet. Compressive stress is induced as the fresh water

around the transducer freezes. This stress re1axes within several

hours, or if the ice is already stressed, the transducer reading

approaches that stress. Except for very cold ice under 1ow stress, it

is likely that 24 hours would be more than sufficient time for the trans-

ducer to attain a true reading.

Since these transducers are to be used in field experiments, i t is

'likely that. there will be no control on the type of ice in which they are

placed. This makes it important to discuss the uniformity of their re-

sponse, summarized in Table 3. For any given type of test -- rapid, failure,

or creep -- there is a variation in the calibration constants or stress con-

centration factors obtained. Indeed, even for repeated rapid tests of the

same ice/ transducer combination there is a spread which cannot be enti re1y

attributed to experimental error. Some of this var~ation could be due to

the crystallography of the sea ice matrix. !t is likely that specimens three

and six had more uniform, finer grain structure than specimens one and two since

greater control was exercised in growing them, Thus, Tests 3 and 6 may be

more representative of "continuum" behavior when the grain size is sma11 in

relation to the transducer. It is important that the consistency is much

better for a given specimen of ice. For instance, the failure data in Test

6 was taken wi th the 90 transducer while the creep and rapid data used the

adjacent 0 transducer, but the results fit together well. Not enough data



has been gathered here to allow a complete statistical analysis of expected

accuracy. However, it is clear that rigid stress transducers can provide

useful stress information, and the data of Table 3 indicates that use of an

average stress concentration factor will enable stresses to be measured

within +22 percent of the true value. guite probably, much more

accuracy can be obtained with further development of the technique. For

example, the use of much larger transducers is highly recommended, Con-

fidence in the calibration constant  stress concentration factor! will be

greatly improved if in situ calibration can be done, and this is easily

accomplished using air bag techniques., For instance, a rectangutar block

containing the embedded transducer can be quarried free and tested in place

with a flat jack on one face. Either direct or transverse sensitivity can

be obtained. Another possibility is to drill a vertical hole near a trans-

ducer and use an air bag to give internal pressure. If an ice ring were

cut, tensile calibration could be performed. In any event, both rapid and

creep cali brations should be obtai ned so that the investigator may choose

which is applicable to his case.

E, Discussion of Biaxial Loading

The data in Figures 15, I6, and 17 indicate that stresses perpendicular

to the stress measuring axis of a transducer also produce a response, This

transverse sensitivity is opposite in sign to the stress causing it; i.e., a

compressive stress results in a tensile signal from a transverse sensor.

Table 3 presents the data f' or several tests in the form of the transverse

stress concentration factor which is taken as the ratio of the nominal

measured stress to the transversely applied stres~. Also tabulated are the

ratios of transverse stress concentration to di rect stress concentration
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for the same or nearly identical blocks of ice. It was felt that the

length to diameter ratio of a transducer might be important in determining

the magnitude of the transverse response. However, the transverse to

direct, response ratio for transducers with � = � was found to be similarL 3
D

to that of transducers with � =
L 1
D 3'

Consideration of the Poisson ratio effect makes it easy to see why a

traverse response should occur: a block in compression will try to expand

laterally and this wi11 in turn stretch the transducer. With ice, pIastic

flow occurs at nearly any stress level, and this increases the problem by

continually feeding a flow of material around the transducers, The traverse

reading at any time depends upon a balance of this flow against the load in

the transducer. Thus we find that the ratio of transverse to direct re-

sponse is nearly the same for rapid low level and rapid failure tests both

of which have high strain rates. For the low strain rates of a creep test,

the stress concentration may continually relieve itself and Table 3 shows

that t.he transverse to direct response dropped nearly to zero because the

load was allowed to drop slowly to about half of its origina'I value over

24 hours  Test 1!.

In the usual case, stress transducers wi 1 1 be used to measure stress

in a multi -axial stress field and we must therefore discuss the ability of

these transducers to measure a stress tensor. For the case of a floating

or land fast sheet of sea ice, the significant stresses will be in the

plane of the ice sheet, although bending may introduce small out-of-plane

stress components. Thus we may confine ourselves to the question of

measuring the components of the stress tensor in plane stress. Since the

principal stress directions will be unknown, we must determine three

quanti ties: the principal stresses ~~1 and U2 and their ori entati on -' re-

lative to some reference axes. This requires three independent measurements
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of stress and is often accomplished by the use of three gages  measuring

stress or strain! in a 0 -45 -90 array or rosette as shown in Figure 20,0 0 0

If a gage, say gage 0, is sensitive to ~onl stress along its axis then the

stresses and their orientation. Mohr's circle prov~des an easy way of

handling this. The transducers developed here have a significant transverse

sensitivity so that the measured stresses are only apparent stresses. That

is,

'0 = "'0 ' "90 �4!

�5!"90m ' 0 90

~. = actuai stress for orientation i
i

c. = stress measurement for orientation i
lm

= direct stress concentration factor

g = transverse stress concentration factor

with

it can be shown that the measured stress in the 0 direction is related to

the true principal stresses by

a =  ix+p! ~' +  ~.-p! -"~~ cos 2~Om ' 2 ' 2 �6!

It follows from this that a Mohr's circle may also be constructed for the

measured stresses which will yield measured or apparent principal stresses

al , v2 . These measured principal stresses have the same direction as the
real principal stresses. The real principal stresses may be obtained by

inverting equations 15 and 16.
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the 0, 45, 90 directions and may be used directly to compute the principal0 0 0



G,

FIGURE 20 Rosette o$ stress measurinq sensors.
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oi =~~ 1m+ �,� ~ 2ma a

8 8

�7!

a 8 a2 = ~~ 1m+ ~2mQ 0

� � 8 8

An equivalent situation exists when stress Yields are calculated from strain

fields where the transverse sensitivity appears as Poisson's ratio.

The data of Test 6 allows us to evaluate the accuracy of this ana lysis.

For instance, after 20 hours, the direct transducer read -48 pounds, the 45
0

transducer read -18.5 pounds, and the transverse reading was +8 pounds Use

of Mohr's circle calculated from the 0 and 90 data predicts the 45 trans-

ducer should read -16 pounds. This is a 15 percent error. A larger error is

indicated on Day 6 after both temperature and stress equilibrium had been

established. The 45 transducer reads 27 pounds, rather than 'l9 pounds as

predicted by Mohr's Circle. It is possible that a relief of the transverse

stress occurred for the 45 transducer due to the low stress levels. If0

complete relaxation occurred, the calculated value would be 25 pounds which

is close to the actual value.

The fact that the transverse sensitivity term can be significant means

one must choose whether the sensitivity ratio for creep or ridge stress is

more applicable. In some cases the choice will be clear; in othe~ cases

it will be necessary to calculate upper and 'lower bounds, perhaps even

assuming the transverse response to be zero. Certainly investigations

attempting to determine design limits on ice stresses will wish to do this

and make the conservative choice.

Me have shown here that stiff transducers can be used as stress sensors,

while soft transducers will remain essentially displacement sensors. The

transducers used by Tabata and Ono, Frederking, and Richardson have been
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described in the introduction, and there is no reason why they should not

ace as stress sensors provided they are sufficiently stiff and are capable

of supporting tensile stress fields. In this respect, the use of lucite

bars is not recommended since plastics have low elastic moduli, Th< use of

an embedded ring or cylinder will be most successf'ul only if <lreat <dfreeze

strength can be realized. The selection of commercially available load

cells must be preceded by an evaluation of their stiffness.



V. CONCLUSIONS

1! Embedded load cells can be used as stress sensors for sea ice in compressive

creep, compressive failure, and moderate tensile stress situations.

2! In order to act as a stress sensor, a load cell must be stiffer than the

surrounding ice.

3! Either creep or failure tests can be used to yield a useful sensitivity

factor for a given transducer design.

4! Uniaxial stress sensors are also sensitive to transverse stress when embedded

in sea ice.

5! Transverse sensitivity factors should be obtained for both creep loads

and rapid loads  either short term low loads or failure loads!.

6! An array of three stress sensors can be used to measure biaxial stresses,

provided both direct and transverse sensitivity factors are known.

7! Transducers can be calibrated in situ using inflatable air bags.

8! More work must be done to develop a useful stress relief technique.
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